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DRAFT LONDON PLAN EXAMINATION IN PUBLIC (2019) 

HEARING STATEMENT, MATTER 31, SPECIALIST OLDER PERSONS HOUSING 

ELYSIAN RESIDENCES 

Elysian Residences (Elysian) is a UK company whose sole business is the development and 

operation of assisted / independent housing with integrated care. The company aims to provide older 

people with an aspirational and fulfilling lifestyle, providing a supportive dynamic environment 

which minimises the impact of limitations as residents grow older and require care. 

 

Elysian developments are specifically designed for older people looking to downsize. Their design 

is of a high quality and aspirational, so residents want to move into them, with over 20 design 

features which enable each residential unit to adapt over time to meet residents’ limitations and 

healthcare needs, with integrated nursing care at every community. The Elysian Residences business 

model does not require any public subsidy. 

 

Elysian Residences’ developments provide a solution to two of the largest short-term and long-term 

problems facing the UK, namely: 

• Helping to deliver housing, through releasing underutilised family housing stock. When 

downsizing, the release of the family housing that has often been locked up for a decade or 

more, has a multiplying effect through the housing supply chain; and 

• Reduction in cost of an ageing population. It is estimated that there is a reduction of c.35% 

on the demands placed on the local NHS, from the residents living in one of these 

communities. 

Further details of Elysian and their elderly housing product is provided in the representations made 

on the Draft London Plan dated 2 March 2018. 

 

This Statement directly addresses the questions relating to Matter M31 Specialist Older Persons 

Housing. 

 

Would Policy H15 provide a justified and effective approach to meeting the housing needs of 

older people in London?  

 

We do not consider the draft policy provides a justified and effective approach to meeting the needs 

of older people in London for the following reasons. We have summarised our objections as follows:  

• The draft policy seeks to influence by policy what is a purely legal consideration, namely 

the proper use classification of extra care and similar accommodation. This is wholly 

inappropriate. 

• In any event the draft policy advances a conclusion which is contrary to both case-law and 

a wealth of previous appeal decisions. 



  

 

• The critical factors to distinguish whether a use is C2 or C3 are the nature, level, and 

frequency of care provided, and the level of facilities available both in the units themselves 

or communally. The degree of self-containment is not a critical factor as determined in the 

Sidmouth appeal case APP/U1105/W/17/3177340. 

• Draft policy H15 appears to be no more than a pretext for extracting affordable housing 

contributions from extra-care facilities normally and correctly judged to be within Use Class 

C2. Such facilities should not be required to make a contribution towards affordable housing. 

Would the approach to affordable housing requirements be effective and justified in supporting the 

delivery of housing for older people?  

 

An extra care residential (with integrated care) use of this nature should not be required to make a 

contribution towards affordable housing because its primary purpose is to provide “care” rather than 

residential accommodation. The draft definitions of specialist older persons housing explain that a 

significant portion of the floorspace is used for care and communal facilities, 

 

…such as a residents’ lounge, laundry room, a restaurant or meal provision facilities,  

classes, and a base for health care workers. 

 

To fulfil its function such developments need to provide substantial areas for communal use and, if 

good design practice is followed, more generous corridor and circulation spaces to allow for those 

walking with assistance and wheelchair users. All of these are intrinsic to being able to fulfil their 

purpose. 

 

In elderly housing without integrated care, extra facilities for residents and operations, and extensive 

services (which is age restricted housing, but what many think of when they think of elderly 

housing), typically c. 1-2% of the overall area is related to services / healthcare /communal / 

operations.  In our form of extra care, typically c.10-15% of the floor area can be devoted to 

services/healthcare/communal/operations.  This space is extremely expensive to both build and 

operate, in relation to both residential and elderly housing without the above extras.  It is these extras 

which provide a lot of the significant positive benefits to society, including the release of under-

utilised housing, and a c. 35% reduction in healthcare costs, due to elderly who downsize to our 

communities because of the extras, and who otherwise would stay in their existing accommodation. 

 

The provision of such space does not translate into a ‘sales’ value in the same way it can be 

calculated for more conventional housing - it hurts the viability of our projects, and puts our projects 

at a severe disadvantage when bidding for sites against residential and other uses. It is this additional 

space which is intrinsic in providing a caring environment for the residents to live in and provides 

material health benefits to residents and in turn lowers the burden on public infrastructure including 

the NHS.  An approach to affordable housing which applies across the board to our extra care use 

as well does not take into account these special factors, and would severely discourage more extra 

care to be built, exactly at the moment when it is finally starting to provide a rebalancing of the 

housing market, in the form of the release of under-utilised family housing. 



  

 

The release of under-utilised family housing in the homes of elderly in Greater London would be a 

significant shift; there are c. 400,000 elderly owner occupiers in Greater London, and the release of 

even 20% of the above is equivalent to c. 10 years of family housing supply at the rate at which 

Greater London is delivering family housing (3, 4+ bedroom houses and apartments), without the 

external impacts and controversy of more development, as the homes that could be released. Already 

exist. 

 

The above also does not factor in the benefits of employment generation.  On our schemes, we will 

have in total c. 35-40 employees per project, across healthcare, hospitality, public safety, cleaning 

and other support staff, maintenance staff, etc. 

 

It is so much harder for providers of older people’s housing to meet the minimum 35% affordable 

housing requirement, that it will discourage more of extra care housing being built, exactly when 

Greater London needs it the most, given the ageing demographic boom over the next 35 years, when 

the under-utilisation of housing by older people will only get more and more severe. 

 

It will mean that most developments involving homes for older people will be forced down the 

Viability Tested Route. This in our opinion would lead to a material barrier in facilitating the supply 

of older people’s housing in London. 

 

It is therefore unrealistic to apply the same affordable housing policy to specialist older persons 

housing as standard residential. 

 

Would the definition of the different types of older persons’ accommodation in terms of use class 

(class C2 and C3) be effective and justified? Would it be appropriate in a strategic document? 

 

The nature of the use and the classification of its use class is a matter of law. Policy has no part to 

play in that determination. It is therefore inappropriate for policy to seek to categorise particular 

types of use as being (in this case) either Use Class C2 or C3. If as a matter of law, a particular type 

of use falls within Use Class C2 then it does not become a use within Class C3 merely because 

policy asserts that it does. 

 

In addition – and without prejudice to this overriding contention – the conclusion which the draft 

policy reaches is contrary to case-law and to the weight of Secretary of State or Inspectors’ appeal 

decisions. The rationale for the draft policy appears to rely upon the criterion of self-containment as 

being the overriding factor. In our submission, the critical factors are instead the nature, level and 

frequency of care provided throughout the building and the level of facilities available (both internal 

to the units and communal facilities).   

 

Would the ‘benchmark numbers’ set out in table 4.4 be justified?  

 

Annual benchmarks for the delivery of specialist older persons’ housing (C3) for each of the London 

Boroughs are provided in Table 4.4: Annual Borough Benchmarks for Specialist Older Persons’ 



  

 

Housing (C3) 2017- 2029. We note however that the Draft London Plan removes Annex 5: Specialist 

Housing for Older People from the adopted London Plan. Table A5.1 of the Annex provided 

indicative annualised targets for specialist older persons’ housing for each London Borough but 

crucially broke this figure down by tenure. Table 4.4 does not include a tenure breakdown. Boroughs 

are generally unaware of tenure requirements for retirement and in our experience there is a danger 

they will continue to apply normal open market tenure requirements as is currently normal practice. 

 

It is our view that the current London Plan Annex 5 approach should be retained and repeated either 

in Table 4.4 or as a revised annex. This will serve as a guide to the London LPAs so that they are 

encouraged to provide for the full range of accommodation types needed by older people. This 

would not be prescriptive, just a guide. The rationale for removing tenure breakdown for older 

persons’ housing has not been justified.  

 

What would be the mechanism for monitoring this policy and would it be effective?  

 

In terms of monitoring the numbers being delivered, boroughs should measure: 

 

1. What kinds of retirement housing are being delivered (acknowledging different types of housing 

for older people).  

 

2. The tenure mix being delivered in each of the categories. 

 

If the supply of older peoples’ homes in not monitored, then one is unable to ascertain whether the 

policy is proving effective. 

 

Overall, would Policy H15 meet the objective of Policy GG4 in delivering the homes Londoners 

need? 

 

The remit of the Draft London Plan is set out within Part VIII of the Greater London Authority 

(GLA) Act 1999 (Section 334 (5)) which states that: 

 

“The spatial development strategy must deal only with matters which are of strategic 

importance to Greater London.” 

 

The London Plan goes significantly beyond its function as a strategic document: the level of detail 

currently in the policy is more akin to a core strategy or local plan Development Plan Document. 

 

Draft Policy H15 is too prescriptive for a strategic document and it will only add to uncertainty 

amongst developers and inevitably add delays in applications being determined due to its over 

prescriptive nature. 

 



  

 

In summary, therefore we consider that the draft policy will not meet the objective of draft Policy 

GG4 which amongst other matters seeks to ensure that more homes are delivered and create mixed 

and inclusive communities. 

  


